Introduction
There is a need to find new materials suitable for thermoelectric applications[ 1-51. Present materials are good at room temperature and above. New materials at high temperature are always useful for power generation devices. There is also a need for new materials at low temperatures for refrigeration. They would be used in cooling for superconducting magnets and electronics. Generally, a good thermoelectric material must have high values of the electrical conductivity and Seebeck coefficient, while having a small value of the thermal conductivity.
Most metals are unsuitable for thermoelectric applications because they have a small Seebeck coefficient[ 61. Metallic compounds containing rare-earth compounds are an exception to this rule-of-thumb[ 71. The highest values of the Seebeck coefficient are obtained in rareearth compounds of cerium or ytterbium[ 5, 81 such as YbA13 or CePd3 where IS1 N 100pV/K. Some of the materials with high value of the Seebeck and power factor are shown in table 1. We also include bismuth telluride for comparison. These are the highest values of the Seebeck coefficient ever reported for metals. Also note the large power factors compared to bismuth telluride. Unfortunately the large value of the thermal conductivity prevents these materials from having large values of the figure of merit Z. CePd3 has a value of ZT M 0.4. Many other compounds containing Ce or Yb have been found to have values of the Seebeck coefficient which are lower[ 5, 81 than those in table 1.
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The large value of the thermal conductivity in these materials is due to thermal conduction by electrons. This contribution is given accurately by the Wiedemann-Franz law[ 17, 181 which relates the electronic part of the thermal conductivity K , to the electrical conductivity -a
The W-F law can be used to prove an inportant inequality for the figure of merit. Since everything in the denominator of the formula for ZT is positive
where we used the W-F law in arriving at eqn. (3). Both theory [ 191 and experiment [ 201 suggest that the W-F law is valid in rare-earth compounds. However, experimental data[ 21, 221 shows that the phonon part of the thermal conductivity is relatively large at low temperature. Thus (2) is really an inequality, and the Seebeck needs to be larger than SO at low temperatures in order that ZT 2 1.
The large value of the Seebeck coefficient in Ce and Yb compounds is caused by the Kondo resonance[ 231. This resonance is a sharp feature in the density of states of the conduction electrons at energies very near to the chemical potential. This feature appears to be a delta function when plotted on a large energy scale. However, when plotted on a fine energy scale, one finds that the Kondo resonance has an energy width A E = k B T K , where k~ is Boltzmanns constant and TK is the Kondo temperature. The actual method of calculating the Kondo resonance, and temperature, are described in the next section. When calculating the Seebeck coefficient, the Kondo resosnance causes a broad peak in the Seebeck coefficient S(T) as a function of temperature T . This broad peak has its maximum at, or at least very close to, the Kondo temperature.
The Kondo resonance is due to spin fluctuations. Most rare-earth ions in metals have a magnetic moment due to the partially occupied f-shell. A conduction electron, when scattering from the rare-earth ion, can flip its spin while also flipping the moment of the f-electrons. This process causes the resistivity p(T) to [33] [34] [35] [36] . The non-crossing approximation is described below.
An interesting question is whether other rare-earth compounds, besides Ce or Yb, can have a Seebeck coefficient which is higher than 100 pV/K. In talking with experimentalists in this field, most admit that they have not tried very hard to find mixed valent materials composed of other rare-earths, once the Ce and Yb compounds became fashionable. However, compounds have been made with other rare-earths, and none show a Seebeck as large as 100pV/K. This raises the interesting question of whether any of them are capable of having a larger Seebeck coefficient than this apparent maximum. Theoretical calculations of energy levels indicate that mixed valent materials are possible with other rare earths. So we have started a series of calculations to calculate the Seebeck coefficient for the general configuration (4f)" where the occupancy integer spans the range 1 i n < 14.
We have used the non-crossing approximation to extend these calculations to all values n of the f-orbital occupancy. We solve the single site Anderson model[ 231 for the case of a level with degeneracy N f . We find the Kondo resonance for the case t h a t the ground state has L electrons in the f-orbital, where 0 < L < N f . The Seebeck coefficient is calculated as a function of temperature for every value of L. We find that the Seebeck coefficient is largest for L = 1 and declines in value as L increases. This suggests that large Seebeck coefficients are not possible in mixed valent systems besides those of cerium or ytterbium. Generally we find that the Kondo resonance becomes smaller when L is increased. A realistic calculation of the Seebeck for the configuration (4f), requires that one include the various splittings of the f-levels due to spin-orbit and other interactions.This has only been done for Ce [ 25, 26, 381 which has L = 1. We are in the process of doing this calculation for L = 2 which corresponds to Pr. It is difficult to guess the results which will be found when we split the levels. The Seebeck coefficient is sensitive to a number of features of the Kondo resonance, such as the width and aymmetry. Any change in parameters changes both these features, which compete against each other for determining the size of the Seebeck coefficient. 
Values of A* have been calculated for the rare-earth metals in ref.
[ 401 and are shown in table 2. Generally they find one value which is small (A N l.OeV) while the other is larger so that U N 6 -8 eV. We assume that similar values apply to the rare-earths when they are in metallic compounds.
We We employ the notation N f = 14 to denote the number of states for a single f-electron. The degeneracy of the having n-electrons in the f-state is 2, as defined above.
The spectral function A f ( w ) is obtained by the analytic continuation iwm + w + iq and then taking twice the imaginary part.
Let EL be the lowest eigenvalue (n = L ) and assume that L is neither 0 nor N f . The most important terms in the summation is when n = L -1, L , L + 1 which gives the approximation z = ~L 2 e -o~~
The spectra has four peaks. Two are below the chemical potential and two above. We follow custom and ignore the last two terms in A f ( w ) and include only the peaks at w = -A-, A+. For the case that L = 1 then the third term is missing since there is no state L -2. For the case that L = N f -1 the L + 2 term is missing.
Self-Energy of Electrons
The hybridization interaction V in eqn(8) describes the processes whereby a conduction electron can hop on or off the f-shell of the local atom. This process leads to several important new effects. The first is a new energy parameter defined as This function is assumed to be a constant, independent of energy. Its value for the rare-earths is about 0.1 eV. The second effect is that the resonance lines at w = -A-, A+ become broadened by an amount proportional to I ? . The third new effect is that a new resonance peak appears in A f ( w ) near to zero energy. This is the Kondo resonance, and it is the important feature for the calculation of the Seebeck coefficient.
In the prior section we showed that there were energy levels associated with having n-electrons in the f-state. Introduce a Green's function for this state The hybridization interaction causes the self-energy C,(w). We calculate this function using the method of ref.
[ 261. First consider the result for the self-energy in the second-order of perturbation theory (24) There are two terms. The first term ( f t C k ) in V adds an electron to the f-level, which changes n to n + 1, while destroying a band electron in the state IC. This process is proportional to the occupation number n k of the band electrons. The second term (Cl f ) in V takes an electron out of the f level, which changes n to n -1, while adding an electron to the band. This process is proportional to the probability (1-nk) that the band state is unoccupied.
Arguments of S(O) are Green's functions G, without the self-energies. The " Non-Crossing Approximation "(NCA) [ 26, 381 is to evaluate these Green's functions while including these self-energies. Put the self-energies in the denominators G(w) = nS;-,(w) + (Nf -n)Sn+l(w) (27) The above equations are a self-consistent definition for the self-energies. They are solved by iteration on the computer. We find that self-consistency is obtained only after many iterations.
We assume a Lorentzian density of states In S?(w) we can change variables c + --E which now makes S , = S,.
Thus we actually only evaluate the integrals of the form f-electron Green's Function The final step is to calculate the spectral function of the f-electron in the NCA. We must also include in the thermal averages the feature that the interactions give a spread in energy. Our result is 24 (33) A detailed derivation of these equations is given in refs.
[ 26, 411. These equations are similar in spirit to those of ref.
[ 261. They took the limit that U --+ CO which eliminated all states with n > 1. They only had the two states of n = 0 , l in their system and L = 1. Here we include all of the states with different values of n. We fix the value U=6 eV. We choose ~f = -0.5 -U ( L -1) (in units of electron Volts) to have a variety of values so that we have different occupancies L in the f-state, while keeping fixed the values of A-= -0.5 eV, A+ = 5.5 eV.
We make an approximation in our numerical solution of retaining only the states with n = L -1, L , L + 1 in our self-consistent solution. We also choose N f = 6 in order to compare with previous calculations.
Results and Discussion Fig. 1 shows a graph of the spectral function A f ( E ) as a function of E (in eV) for the case that: L = 1,Nf = 6, E = -0.5eV, U = 6.0eV at a temperature T=50 K.The narrow peak near to zero energy is the Kondo resonance. The two broad peaks, one above and one below zero, are at the energies of A,. The Kondo resonance is quite visible. The Kondo resonance is a real feature of the density of states of rare-earth compounds. It can be observed directly in photoemission and related spectroscopies, although the results are often controversial [ 42- 
471.
We calculated the Kondo resonance in more detail as a function of temperature and L. We fixed N f = 6 , U, A-, and A+, as described above, and varied the value of L by using ~f = -0.5 -U ( L -1). the case with L = 5. The factors which are changing in these calculations are (n, Nf -n) or (L, Nf -L) in eqns (27, 32) . These factors relate to the degeneracy of the various levels as given by the factor of 2,. If we do a more realistic calculation for f-electrons, with the factors which split the levels into sublevels, then we will reduce these factors[ 381. 
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The factor C ( E ) contains the density of states of the band electrons as well as their average velocity and mean free path. We assume that the lifetime T ( E ) has the only significant energy dependence in E( E ) , which arises because the band electrons hybridize with the local electrons on the f-shells of the rare-earth atoms. The constant lifetime TO is from impurity scattering and perhaps phonons. The factors of c and C are constants. Note that it is the inverse of C ( E ) which is proportional to A f ( E ) . The Kondo resonance makes a dip in the energy dependence of C(E).
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The above formulas are derived in [ 51. The Seebeck coefficient for these cases is shown in fig.(2) as a For L 2 3 it is below 50 K and the peak is off the figure to the left. However, one can see that even at the peak value the Seebeck will be small for these cases. Besides this peak, due to the Kondo resonance, the Seebeck coeficients tends to rise linearly with temperaure, as is typical of metals. Since the largest Seebeck coefficient is for the case of one f -electron in the ground state, we, were curious how it varied with Nf. One can choose different values of Nf, in steps of two, depending upon the crystal field, spin-orbit, or other factors which split the original degeneracy of 14. These results are shown in figure 3. Again we used U = 6 and A-= 0.5 and A+ = 5.5, all in electron volts. The maximum Seebeck is for N f in the range of 6-8, which are the cases of Ce 
